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Magnetic vector potential manipulation of Majorana fermions in DNA quantum logic
F. Matthew Mihelic
University of Tennessee Graduate School of Medicine
fmihelic@utmck.edu

Abstract
In the quantum logic of the DNA molecule, electrons are held and conducted
coherently as spinless Cooper pairs and are shielded from electromagnetic energy by
a Faraday cage effect of the double lipid bilayer of the nuclear membrane. The
magnetic vector potential generated by cellular depolarization can synchronize logical
activity in portions of the DNA molecule by affecting spin directions of appropriately
oriented spinless electrons via the Aharonov-Bohm effect, but is not blocked by that
Faraday cage effect. Within the logically and thermodynamically reversible chiral
enantiomeric symmetry of the deoxyribose moieties the decoherent transition of
Cooper pair to Dirac pair in a p-orbital of the C2-C3 covalent bond effects chiral
selection between the C2-endo and C3-endo conformations. Such a spin-1/2 chiral
collective movement of particles can be considered as a quasiparticle excitation that is
its own antiparticle (C2-endo vs. C3-endo), meeting the definition of a Majorana
fermion.
Keywords: quantum DNA, magnetic vector potential, Majorana fermions

Introduction
This paper will explore the theoretical concept of Majorana fermions functioning within
the quantum DNA model, and how those Majorana fermions can be affected by a timedependent magnetic vector potential (TDMVP) generated by cellular depolarization. This paper
will also examine how certain biological phenomena might be explained through such concepts,
along with implications for potential biomedical and man-made quantum computing scientific
applications.
The DNA molecule can be modeled as a quantum logic processor in which coherent
electron spin states are conducted along the pi-stacking of aromatic base pairs, subject to spin
filtering effects of the helicity of the DNA molecule’s interaction with the electron spin state, and
held in a topologically insulated chiral enantiomeric quantum symmetry in the deoxyribose
nucleotide moieties. [1] Within the quantum DNA model electrons that are involved in the
quantum logic of the DNA molecule are held and conducted coherently as spinless Cooper pairs.
The coherence of this quantum logic system is theoretically shielded from the disruptive effect of
electromagnetic energy by the double lipid bilayer of the nuclear membrane that forms a type of
Faraday cage around the DNA of the nucleus. The magnetic vector potential that is generated by
cellular depolarization can synchronize quantum logical activity in portions of the DNA
molecule by affecting the spin directions of appropriately oriented spinless electrons via the
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Aharonov-Bohm effect, which can induce a spin direction in a spinless electron but would not be
limited by the Faraday cage effect of the nuclear membrane. Within the electron spin states that
are coherently conducted along the pi-stacking interactions of the aromatic nucleotide bases of
the DNA molecule to the quantum gate effect of the logically and thermodynamically reversible
chiral enantiomeric symmetry of the deoxyribose moieties, the decoherent transition of a Cooper
pair of electrons to a Dirac pair of electrons in a p-orbital of the C2-C3 deoxyribose covalent
bond effects enantiomeric selection between the C2-endo and C3-endo conformations of the
deoxyribose moiety. Such a spin-1/2 chiral collective movement of particles can be considered
as a quasiparticle excitation that is its own antiparticle (C2-endo vs. C3-endo) and meets the
definition of a Majorana fermion. Some previously unexplainable biological anomalies are
consistent with such modeling of the effect of the magnetic vector potential on Majorana
fermions in the DNA molecule, and these aspects of quantum DNA modeling have important
implications for the design of manmade quantum computing.
The magnetic vector potential (MVP) was first theorized as an important aspect of
magnetic theory by Maxwell in the 1850’s, who characterized the MVP “A-vector” as
fundamental to the “B-vector” of the magnetic field. The MVP could not be detected at the turn
of that century, which led Heaviside and Hertz to consider the MVP A-vector to be a completely
theoretical concept and to marginalize its importance in favor of the magnetic field B-vector. In
1959, Aharonov and Bohm theorized that the MVP was not just a theoretical concept, but that it
has a quantum mechanical effect on electron spin phase. Because this Aharonov-Bohm effect
(AB effect) is purely quantum mechanical it is very difficult to detect, and it has only been
experimentally demonstrated a few times since 1959 with varying degrees of accuracy. The
magnetic vector potential is not a force or an electromagnetic wave, and therefore is able to pass
through a Faraday cage unaffected.
While the magnetic vector potential (MVP) is difficult to detect, it is relatively easy to
calculate, generate, and direct. The magnetic vector potential (a.k.a. simply “vector potential”) is
not blocked or affected by physical objects such as earth, water, or a Faraday cage. Biological
systems can be theoretically very sensitive to a pulsed MVP because the coherent electrons held
in the quantum logic mechanism of the DNA molecule are naturally responsive to a pulsed MVP
that theoretically will phase shift coherently held electron spin states via the Aharonov-Bohm
effect. Within the quantum DNA model [1], the pulsed MVP generated by electron movement
during cellular depolarization is theorized to naturally influence the phase synchronization of the
DNA quantum logic system that controls cellular processes.
Experiments by Pizzi, et al. from 2004 to 2009, showed unexplained anomalies involving
the response of neuronal cell cultures to a laser, and raised some possibility of MVP
involvement. [2] Related experiments by Mihelic demonstrated non-local communication
between separated neuronal cell cultures in a manner that empirically supports modeling of the
DNA molecule as a quantum logic processor that can topologically insulate coherent entangled
electron spin states at biological temperatures. [3] Certain anomalies in the experimental
observations of both Pizzi, et al. and (previously unpublished by) Mihelic imply that the
biological effect of the laser was not limited solely to the coherent photons from a pulsed laser,
but that there may also be some spin-related quantum mechanical biological effect from the
MVP generated by the pulsing of the laser, and/or its cabling, and/or its power supply.
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Majorana Fermions
In 1937 Ettore Majorana hypothesized a quantum mechanical entity that has the quality
of being describable by spin-½ statistics, and also the quality of being its own antiparticle
because its creation and annihilation operator matrices are antisymmetric. This entity later
became known as the “Majorana fermion”, and a search for a “particle” that exhibited those two
qualities was prompted by the concept of wave-particle duality. That search for such a
“Majorana state” (perhaps a better term) has led to its further characterizations, such as being
neutral in charge, describable by a real wave equation, and a of chiral nature that can enable an
envisioned non-Abelian “braiding” with other such Majorana states. Majorana fermions can be
characterized in quasiparticle excitations of collective particles. [4]
The Majorana state and its qualities have been demonstrated in topological
superconductors and can also be theoretically understood in the quantum mechanical function of
the DNA molecule, wherein a resonant triple state in the deoxyribose pseudorotation of each
nucleotide provides superposition of opposing (i.e., antisymmetric) deoxyribose chiral
enantiomers (C2-endo and C3-endo) separated by an intermediate deoxyribose conformation
(O1-endo). [5] There are indications in experimental anomalies that selection between the C2endo and C3-endo chiral enantiomers in DNA can be induced by a magnetic vector potential
operating through the Aharonov-Bohm effect, in a manner analogous to the Majorana states that
have been experimentally demonstrated in topological superconductors.
Quantum DNA Modeling
Three properties come together to theoretically allow the DNA molecule to function as a
quantum logic processor. The first such property is that there is coherent conduction of electron
spin states along the pi-stacking interaction of the aromatic nucleotide bases of the DNA
molecule. [6] The second such property is that the helicity of the DNA molecule interacts with
electron spin which allows it to act as a very efficient electron spin filter. [7] The third such
property is that there is a theoretical quantum gate formed in a logically and thermodynamically
reversible enantiomeric symmetry of the deoxyribose moiety of each nucleotide that allows for
the interaction of coherently held electron spin states. [8] [1]
As electron spin states are coherently conducted and spin filtered by the DNA molecule,
they are simultaneously read into the triple state that exists in the pseudorotation of the
nucleotide deoxyribose moiety (C2-endo ↔ O1-endo ↔ C3-endo). [5] More specifically, the
C2-C3 covalent bond in the deoxyribose moiety of DNA is located between two chiral centers
(C3 is an obvious chiral center and C2 is an atropisomeric chiral center) and can be
determinative of the deoxyribose chiral enantiomeric selection between the C2-endo and C3endo configurations. The C2-endo and C3-endo enantiomers are separated by an energy barrier
that is very appropriate to the Landauer limit, and the flip-flop between those two conformations
can lead to significant topological changes in the geometry of the DNA molecule. [9]
The deoxyribose moiety of each nucleotide in the DNA molecule is strategically placed
between the nucleotide base pairs that can theoretically conduct quantum information coherently
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along the pi-stacking of those aromatic base pairs, and the deterministic classical information
contained in the geometry of the DNA phosphate backbone, so quantum-to-classical information
transition can occur across the theoretical quantum gate function of the deoxyribose moiety. [10]
If all of the deoxyribose moieties in both strands of a segment of DNA are in the C2-endo
conformation (i.e. B-DNA), the nucleotide base pairs are geometrically stacked (like pancakes)
and the pi-stacking interaction of their electron clouds can take place. However, if the
deoxyribose moieties on both sides of a particular nucleotide base pair simultaneously transition
from the C2-endo conformation to the C3-endo conformation there would be a “roll” of that
particular base pair and the geometry of the pi-stacking would be broken, leading to an
interruption of the coherent conduction along the DNA segment. In order to roll a particular
base pair there must be a simultaneous transition of the deoxyribose enantiomers on both sides of
the base pair, and such a simultaneous transition between the C2-endo and C3-endo deoxyribose
conformations requires simultaneous energetic changes to the deoxyribose moieties on both sides
of the base pair that are each appropriate to the Landauer limit.
Majorana Fermions in Topological Superconductors and in DNA
The existence of Majorana states has been demonstrated in condensed matter systems
[11] [12] [13] [14] and there are analogous parallels between the generation of Majorana states in
a solid-state system and the generation of Majorana states in a biologically active DNA system.
Majorana states can be shown to theoretically exist in the DNA molecule, and retrospective
evaluation of unreported anomalies in some of the experimental data that was generated in
quantum DNA experimentation support this theoretical concept. The generation of Majorana
fermions in both a solid-state system and in DNA involves pairs of electrons induced to alternate
between a Cooper pair state and a Dirac pair state. Such an alternation of electron pair states can
be considered as a “seesaw mechanism” of eigenvalues that is similar to what has been
theoretically described with regard to neutrinos. [15] While the mechanism of the
generation/transition of/between Cooper pairs/Dirac pairs differs between a solid state electronic
system and a biological DNA spintronic system, in both systems a degeneracy is created between
two electrons, and a magnetic vector potential can break the degeneracy by opening the band gap
between the two electrons. An important difference between a solid state topological
superconducting system and a biologically active DNA system is that, while in the solid-state
system a chiral change in spin-orbit coupling is manifested in an emission of electromagnetic
energy, in a biologically active DNA system a chiral change in spin-orbit coupling is manifested
as a geometric molecular change.
Majorana fermions have been demonstrated to arise via Abrikosov vortices at the onedimensional interface of an s-wave superconductor and a spin-orbit coupled semiconductor,
where the application of an electromagnetic field to induce Zeeman splitting suppresses
conventional electron pairing and opens a band gap inducing a re-entrant superconducting phase
that supports Majorana fermions. [16] Zero-energy Majorana modes are produced at the ends of
a one-dimensional version of the spin-orbit coupled semiconductor system. [17] Theoretically, it
would take only an “infinitesimal perturbation” to “lift the degeneracy of the two zero modes at
some value of phase difference…” [18] A Cooper pair of electrons that is established within
such a topological superconductor system is shielded by the Meissner effect from
electromagnetic fields. While an electromagnetic field cannot penetrate that Meissner effect
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shielding to affect the electrons of the Cooper pair, by the Aharonov-Bohm effect a magnetic
vector potential can impart a momentum to the electrons of the Cooper pair, opening the band
gap between them by breaking their relative degeneracy.
Majorana fermionic states have been demonstrated in solid state systems experimentally
and can also be theorized to occur naturally in DNA as a collective movement of particles that is
a quasiparticle excitation. Majorana fermionic states form when a “spinless” Cooper pair of
electrons in a degenerate state is converted into a Dirac pair of electrons with differential spins
and an energy band gap between them. This has been shown to occur experimentally in a solidstate topological superconducting electronic system, but an analogous mechanism can be
theorized to occur in DNA. Majorana fermions can be affected in both topological
superconductors and in DNA by a phase transition imparted to spinless electrons by a magnetic
vector potential.
The electrons that are held and conducted coherently within the quantum DNA model are
theoretically held as a spinless Cooper pair, and Majorana fermionic states can theoretically form
as a band gap is opened as a Dirac pair of electrons forms from the degenerate Cooper pair of
electrons being held coherently in an enantiomeric symmetry of the deoxyribose moiety. In
DNA the theoretical quantum gate in the deoxyribose moiety, in which a Pauli pair of electrons
within a p-orbital of the C2-C3 covalent bond is held coherently in a spinless state, can be
represented by the O1-endo deoxyribose conformation. The O1-endo conformation is an
intermediate state that separates the C2-endo and C3-endo conformations. [5] This resonant state
has been theoretically shown to be both logically and thermodynamically reversible, thus
providing for electrons to be coherently held in a resonant “triple state” of the deoxyribose
pseudorotation. [8] [1]
In DNA the Majorana bound state (MBS) or Majorana zero mode (MZM) represents an
intermediate state between the two chiral states. This intermediate state is manifested as a
resonant situation in the pseudorotation of the deoxyribose moiety of the nucleotide that exists
between the C2-endo enantiomer and the C3-endo enantiomer, the intermediate conformation
being considered as the O1-endo conformation. The Majorana state in DNA can thus be
considered either as a “two-state” system (MBS vs. chiral) or as a “triple state” system (MBS vs.
right-handed chirality vs. left-handed chirality).
In DNA, the coherently held Cooper pair of electrons can theoretically be transformed
into a Dirac pair in two ways. One way that a Cooper pair of electrons can be transformed into a
Dirac pair of electrons in DNA is by the quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE) [19], whereby the spin
angular momentum and spin direction of electron spin states that are being coherently conducted
along the pi-stacking interaction of the aromatic nucleotide bases, are converted through spinorbit coupling into the orbital angular momentum and chiral selection at a chiral center. [1] [10]
The second way that a Cooper pair of electrons can be transformed into a Dirac pair of electrons
in DNA is by the quantum anomalous Hall effect (QAHE) [20] [21], whereby a time-dependent
magnetic vector potential (TDVP) will impart a differential momentum to the degenerate or
spinless electrons held coherently in the O1-endo intermediate enantiomeric state of the
deoxyribose moiety, effecting a decision as to which electron (electron number one or electron
number two) spins which way (spin-up or spin-down) in which chiral center (C2 or C3).
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Magnetic Vector Potential Generation in Biological Systems
Why would the controlling quantum logic source code of a cell (i.e. the DNA) respond to
a time-dependent magnetic vector potential? Theoretically, when a cell (e.g. a neuron)
depolarizes and sodium ions rush across the cell membrane into the cytoplasm, there is a
concomitant preceding rush of electrons out of the cell, the movement of which generates both a
magnetic field and a magnetic vector potential. Both the magnetic field and the magnetic vector
potential could theoretically affect the coherently held electrons of the DNA quantum logic
processor in the depolarizing cell, and also affect the coherently held electrons of DNA in cells
closely surrounding the depolarizing cell. It is known that a magnetic field can cause a loss of
coherence across a quantum logic system, but a magnetic vector potential could theoretically
determine spin states of spinless electrons in appropriate topological alignment while not
effecting a decoherence of the entire system, and a time-dependent magnetic vector potential
generated by cellular depolarization might thus effect local time synchronization of appropriately
aligned DNA segments, both intracellularly and intercellularly. The DNA inside a nucleus
would be theoretically protected from electromagnetic interference and resultant decoherence by
a theoretical Faraday cage effect of the nuclear membrane, which is a double lipid bilayer that is
separated by a conductive ionic solution. Interestingly, DNA inside the mitochondria is also
protected by a double lipid bilayer that is separated by a conductive ionic solution that can
theoretically function as a Faraday cage as well, so the only two places in a eukaryotic cell that
contain DNA (the nucleus and the mitochondria) are bounded by such a double lipid bilayer.
The time-dependent magnetic vector potential generated by cellular depolarization would not be
blocked by the Faraday cage formed by the conductive ionic solution inside the double lipid
bilayer of the nuclear membrane, but the magnetic field generated by that cellular depolarization
would be blocked by it.
Cooper Pairs and Dirac Pairs
A Cooper pair of electrons is a pair of electrons with no energy band gap between them.
Such a “gapless” pair can be described as “degenerate”, and also as “spinless”. The state of a
Cooper pair has also been characterized as the “Majorana zero mode” (MZM). Experiments in
solid state electronic systems have shown that an MZM state can form in a (chiral) p-wave
topological superconductor through the superconductor proximity effect by which a condensate
is formed that breaks particle number conservation and emits a Cooper pair. Through the
Meissner effect the superconductor shields the electric field so that particles conducted along the
superconductor are invariant to charge conjugation, confining or “expelling” the magnetic field
so that magnetic flux is quantized.
In biologically active DNA an analogous mechanism theoretically generates a Cooper
pair. By the quantum DNA model, the spin states of a coherent Pauli pair of electrons in the C2C3 bond of the deoxyribose moiety in a DNA nucleotide can be conducted and held coherently
in the pi-stacking interaction of the aromatic nucleotide bases, while being simultaneously split
by the spin filtering effect caused by interaction of electron spin with the helicity of the DNA
molecule. The time-independent coherent conduction of entangled coherent electron states along
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the pi-stacking interaction of the aromatic nucleotide bases is analogous to chiral topological pwave superconduction in solid state electronic systems.
In solid state electronic systems, a Majorana excitation is produced when a band gap is
opened between a Cooper pair of electrons by Zeeman splitting, thus breaking the degeneracy
between the two electrons. This Zeeman splitting is accomplished by application of an external
magnetic field to the topological superconductor system, and is perhaps better described as an
anomalous Zeeman effect because the application of a Zeeman splitting to suppress the
conventional pairing potential in the topological superconductor opens a re-entrant
superconducting phase that is shielded by the Meissner effect from electromagnetic fields that
are of a strength below the band gap, but will still be responsive to chirality determination by the
magnetic vector potential. Within this topologically insulated situation, momentum-dependent
spin-orbit coupling then can take place via the Rashba effect, thus transforming what was a
Cooper pair of electrons into a Dirac pair of electrons.
In biologically active DNA an analogous mechanism transforms a Cooper pair of
electrons into a Dirac pair of electrons. By the quantum DNA model, electron pairs can be held
coherently in the C2-C3 covalent bond of the deoxyribose moiety in each nucleotide. This is an
interesting topologically insulated bond that sits between two chiral centers (C3 is an obvious
chiral center, and C2 is an atropisomeric chiral center), and because it is theoretically both
logically and thermodynamically reversible [1] [8], it would be considered to be at or near the
“degeneracy” of the Hamiltonian of the system. Berry shows that any physicality capable of a
geometric phase change, and at or near the “degeneracy” of the Hamiltonian of its system, would
be induced into such quantum topological changes. [22]
The two electrons that are held coherently in the theoretical degeneracy of a C2-C3
deoxyribose covalent bond must determine (upon decoherence) which electron goes spin-up and
which electron goes spin-down within the orbital that they both inhabit. That determination
between them can theoretically be induced via the Aharonov-Bohm effect when conditions are
topologically and geometrically appropriate. [23] It is the chiral effect of the magnetic vector
potential on the spinless electrons that determines which electron of the pair is selected to spin
which way, thus determining the phase of the system through the quantum anomalous Hall effect
[20] [21] within the special situation of DNA quantum logic.
The two electrons that are being held coherently in the C2-C3 covalent bond of the
deoxyribose moiety in DNA essentially have “undecided” spin directions. By the Pauli
exclusion principle, one must be spin-up and one must be spin-down once a deterministic
decision as to spin direction is made. Electron spin direction determines chirality and chiral
centers have an affinity for electron spin. Upon decoherence of the system, each electron will
affect a chiral center, either C2 or C3. Theoretically, the chirality of which electron goes where
can be decided topologically by the magnetic vector potential via the Aharonov-Bohm effect and
the quantum anomalous Hall effect, breaking the Cooper pair degeneracy and transforming it
into a Dirac pair in a manner analogous to that which occurs as described in a solid state
topological superconducting system.
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Table 1.
A Comparison of Majorana State Characteristics Expressed in Topological Superconductors and in DNA
Majorana State* Characteristic

Expression in Topological Superconductor

Expression in DNA

Spin-½ wave statistics

electrons in electrical current

electrons in spin current

Conduction medium

chiral p-wave topological superconductor

aromatic pi-stacking interactions

Majorana zero mode**

edge state in condensate

deoxyribose enantiomeric triple state

Vector potential source

external parallel magnetic field

cellular depolarization

Electromagnetic shielding

Meissner Effect

double lipid bilayer Faraday cage effect

Zeeman splitting***

electromagnetic field interaction

helical spin filtering

Chirality manifestation

heterostructure vortex formation

deoxyribose enantiomeric selection

Antiparticle antisymmetry

annihilation operator matrices

opposing chiral enantiomers

*Majorana state / Majorana fermion / Majorana particle
** Majorana zero mode / degenerate state / spinless state / Majorana bound state / Cooper pair
***Zeeman splitting / opening of band gap / Dirac pair

Biological Anomalies Consistent with Effects of a Time-Dependent Magnetic Vector Potential
Unanticipated anomalies observed in the experiments conducted by Pizzi, et al. and by
Mihelic might be explained through the biological effects of a time-dependent magnetic vector
potential (TDMVP). Part of the experimental work of Pizzi, et al., conducted from 2004 through
2009 described an effect on the depolarizations of neurological cells that seemed to have been
induced by a laser power supply, despite extensive efforts to shield the neurological cells from
any electromagnetic radiation emitted from the laser power supply. [24] The experimental work
of Mihelic [3] demonstrated that a series of laser pulses of applied to a target neuronal cell
culture (A) induced sustained oscillatory depolarizations in cells of that target neuronal cell
culture (A), and also induced phase correlated sustained oscillatory depolarizations in cells of a
second neuronal cell culture (B) that was a clone of the first culture. A previously unreported
anomalous finding by Mihelic was that covering the laser so that no laser light actually struck the
target neuronal cell culture (A), was found to induce sustained oscillatory depolarizations in cells
of the target neuronal cell culture (A) that were of a different quality than those induced when
the laser light directly struck the culture, but no oscillatory depolarizations were found to be
induced in the cells of the second neuronal cell culture (B) when the laser was covered. These
experimental findings can be explained through the quantum DNA model as an effect caused by
the magnetic vector potential that was generated by the laser power supply, upon the degenerate
state of a Cooper pair of electrons, transforming it into a Dirac pair of electrons with resultant
molecular change in the DNA molecule that affected the depolarization pattern of the cell.
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The anomalous and previously unexplainable experimental results of Pizzi, et al. can be
explained by the effect of pulsed magnetic vector potential generated by the power supply of the
laser being used in the experiments. The experimental results of Mihelic 2019 [3] are supportive
of the quantum DNA model, but related to that research and not previously published, an
experimental run was done with the laser pointed at the local culture (A) but with the laser
covered so that no photons from the laser could hit the culture, and this resulted in some
responses that differed significantly from those induced by the noncovered laser (see Figure 1).
Some iterations of this experimental run recorded cells in the local culture (A) that exhibited
oscillatory depolarizations, and analysis of the wave forms of those depolarizations showed them
to be of a much more regular (almost sinusoidal) quality that the depolarizations induced by
exposure to the laser photons in other experimental runs (see comparative examples in Figure 2).
In this experimental run no oscillatory depolarizations were found to be induced in the non-local
culture (B) in any of the iterations. The induction of oscillatory depolarizations in the local
culture (A) is a biological phenomenon that is different from, but related to, the depolarizations
induced by the laser photons of the uncovered laser, and is likely related to the same unexplained
effect that was described by Pizzi, et al.

Figure 1. The top three tracings are neuronal depolarization patterns from cells in the local
culture (A), to which the covered laser was directed. The fourth tracing from the top is the
timing of the laser pulses. The bottom four tracings are the depolarization patterns of cells in the
non-local culture (B). Only the local culture (A) showed any response to the covered laser.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the types of depolarizations observed.

Although the experiments of Pizzi, et al. and Mihelic were investigations into the
quantum mechanics of biological systems, they were not controlled experiments designed to
investigate the biological efffect of the magnetic vector potential, however, the unexpected
anomalies in the results of those experiments might be explained as the result of the effect of the
magnetic vector potential. Theoretically this could indicate that there are two separate
mechanisms by which a pulsed laser can affect DNA quantum mechanics. The first such
theoretical mechanism is by the effect of the laser photons causing spin pumping of electron spin
states that are coherently conducted and spin filtered along the DNA molecule to affect chiral
selection in the deoxyribose moiety (via the QSHE). The second such theoretical mechanism is
by direct TDMVP manipulation of the spin of Cooper pair electrons in the C2-C3 bond to affect
chiral selection in the deoxyribose moiety (via the QAHE).
Potential Biomedical Implications
There are significant potential biological implications of the effect of a magnetic vector
potential on the quantum logic of the DNA molecule. While there has been inconsistent data
regarding the association between electromagnetic radiation and cancer, it has been
experimentally demonstrated that radio frequency radiation in a range similar to that emitted
from 2G and 3G cellphones is associated with certain tumors in rats. [25] [26] If indeed a
Faraday cage effect of the double lipid bilayer nuclear membrane can shield the DNA quantum
logical functions taking place within it from electromagnetic interference, then perhaps this
tumorigenic effect of cell phone-range electromagnetic radiation is less a result of an
electromagnetic field and more a result of the time-dependent magnetic vector potential (which
is induced by the source of the electromagnetic field) that can theoretically interfere with the
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quantum logic of cellular DNA. Such an understanding might lead to the development of safer
cell phones.
There have also been reports of occupational health problems affecting some who work
in close proximity to MRI machines. [27] [28] It had always been assumed that such symptoms
in MRI healthcare workers were related to the magnetic field generated by the MRI machines,
but the pilot experimental anomalies and theoretical modeling at the University of Tennessee
supports the hypothesis that such symptoms in healthcare MRI workers, may instead be a
consequence of the magnetic vector potential generated by the strong electromagnets used in
MRI machines, rather than by the magnetic field itself. A better understanding of the biological
effects of the MVP generated by such strong electromagnets might lead to safer occupational
practices for those who work around such equipment.
There are some significant similarities between the symptoms reported by those who
work in close proximity to MRI machines and the symptoms of those affected by the so-called
“embassy illness syndrome”. Reports of a syndrome of mysterious illness involving directional
auditory sensations, dizziness, sleep disturbances, and other neuro-cognitive symptoms in
diplomatic workers at the US embassy in Havana, Cuba, and at the US Consulate in Guangzhou,
China, have led to reductions in embassy staffing, with a resultant reduction in mission
effectiveness. [29] No definite cause of this mysterious “Havana syndrome” (a.k.a. “embassy
illness”) has yet been established, but most speculation as to cause has centered on some sort of
intentional and malevolent microwave or ultrasonic emissions being directed toward diplomatic
facilities and workers. There has been no definite detection of microwaves or of ultrasonic
vibrations, and countermeasures against such have not provided any useful benefit. Physicians
who examined the affected diplomatic workers from Havana found that definite
physiological/organic damage was done to those diplomatic workers which seemed consistent
with the damage that is seen in concussion (a.k.a. “mild traumatic brain injury”). [30]
Reasonable rationale has been provided as to why such symptoms are not related to microwave
exposure [31], and at this time there is no general medical consensus as to the cause of the
embassy illness syndrome, with conventional biomedical understanding being unable to provide
a reasonable etiology to explain the problem. Could these mysterious symptoms be instead
related to the direction of a significant magnetic vector potential toward the embassy and/or its
personnel in a deliberate attempt to degrade mission effectiveness?
The Quantum Computing Initialization Problem
A major concern in the development of man-made quantum computing has been called
the “initialization problem”, which is essentially the question of how to “set to zero” all of the
coherently held quantum gates in the system without causing a decoherence of the entire system.
[32] The theoretically successful strategy of biological systems that puts the coherent quantum
logic system within the Faraday cage effect of the nuclear membrane, and then can synchronize
segments of that quantum logic system that are in appropriate geometric/topological orientation
via a time-dependent magnetic vector potential generated by cellular depolarization, might be
emulated in a non-biological manner.
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Conclusion
All information is physical, so any valid physical concept that can be conceptualized
must have a corresponding physicality within the system conceptualizing it, otherwise it could
not be conceptualized. There must be a corresponding physicality by which quantum logic and
Majorana fermions can be conceptualized in the human brain. The quantum logic processes that
take place in the human brain are thus arguably fundamental to the man-made quantum logic
processes that take place in a dilution refrigerator. In order to build a truly functional quantum
computer we should examine the quantum logic taking place in DNA and emulate it.
There is reasonable theory toward explanation of significant biological phenomena
indicating that a magnetic vector potential can affect Majorana fermions in the mechanics of the
quantum logic taking place in the DNA molecule. Because of the major potential implications
that such concepts present, controlled experimental studies should be done to definitively explore
them.
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